Take the guesswork out of
managing your security posture
GAIN GREATER
INSIGHT

MAKE SMARTER
DECISIONS

MAXIMIZE
RESOURCES

REDUCE COMPLIANCE
AND BUSINESS RISK

BUILD BUSINESS
RESILIENCY

+ A
 ggregate data sets across
security, cloud networking,
and endpoint technologies

+H
 ave disparate datasets available at your
fingertips at-all-times

+A
 utomate with context at
greater scale

+V
 alidate changes
before mistakes are
made

+ Dynamically model hybrid
environments to visualize
and assess efficacy of
security controls and
network segmentation

+ Leverage smart
automation to increase
security efficacy

+S
 implify and automate
compliance assessment
with one system for
the entire hybrid
infrastructure

 reate a common
+C
view, processes, and
communications to
eliminate silos between
security and IT

+ Get context for smarter
incident management
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Integrates with over 150 networking, security, cloud and IT solutions
Skybox® Security Posture Management Platform
Skybox provides a centralized, automated and vendor-agnostic approach
for security policy management and vulnerability and threat management.
Skybox is the only platform that gives enterprises the ability to collectively
visualize and analyze hybrid and multi-cloud networks, providing full
context and understanding of their attack surface.
+ Create mature, consistent and enterprise-wide security posture
management programs
+ See every inch of your organization to better protect it
+ Stay ahead of a dynamically changing attack surface
+ Gain the context you need to solve security challenges better and faster
+ Get ahead of incidents and act with confidence
+ Manage cyber exposure at scale
+ Optimize resources across organizational silos

Skybox gives you total confidence in your security posture.

SECURE MORE. LIMIT LESS.

 chieve continuous
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compliance as new
regulations are issued
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Configurations,
Vulnerabilities,
Threat
Intelligence

 reate customized risk
+C
and compliance reporting
in a singular view
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Hybrid,
Multi-Cloud,
On-prem

 evelop and implement
+D
a unified process for
change management

 nderstand
+U
vulnerabilities and
exposure before they
become a threat
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+ Understand cyber exposure,
prioritize vulnerabilities,
and determine optimal
remediation strategy

+ I ncrease speed and
accuracy of decision
making

Automation and
Orchestration

One platform. One unified approach across security policy
management and vulnerability and threat management.
SKYBOX SECURITY POLICY
MANAGEMENT (SPM)

SKYBOX VULNERABILITY AND
THREAT MANAGEMENT (VTM)

We enable security and network teams to continuously
analyze and understand attack surfaces. With our
unique analytics capabilities, you can make informed
decisions on how to strengthen overall security posture.
You can ensure consistent and effective configuration
compliance, rule-based optimization, and change
automation across traditional networks, next-generation
firewalls, virtualized environments, public clouds, and
more.

Our unique threat and context aware analytics engine
aggregates a wide range of data from multiple sources
including scanners, network infrastructure, various
configuration databases, and non-scannable assets.
We don’t just serve up this data and information, we
provide risk scoring and remediation prioritization
of vulnerabilities based on asset prioritization,
exploitability, and exposure analysis.

 utomatically analyze rule sets, platform
+ A
configurations, and usage information across hybrid
and multi-cloud environments for compliance
reporting, rule-based optimization, and policy recertification.
 evelop an accurate map of your entire hybrid and
+ D
multi-cloud infrastructure, visualize your network
topology, and run network segmentation analysis to
accurately model your attack surface and understand
your security posture.
 fficiently orchestrate and automate your network,
+ E
firewall, cloud and security infrastructure change
management processes.

 utomatically map and visualize your attack surface
+ A
to determine the best remediation options to reduce
cybersecurity risk exposure on a continuous basis.
 ain full context of your attack surface to find where
+ G
you are exposed to cyberattacks, quantify the risks
of exploitation, prioritize vulnerabilities and provide
optimal remediation options to reduce the highest
levels of risk.
 eceive verified and up-to-the minute contextualized
+ R
threat intelligence in one consolidated source from
the Skybox Research Lab.

+ L
 everage customizable, context-aware workflows
that automate the provisioning, deprovisioning,
recertification, and normalization of application
connectivity and firewall rules.
 nable connectivity while maintaining continuous
+ E
compliance, closing security gaps, and limiting
vulnerability exposures.

ABOUT SKYBOX

Over 500 of the largest and most security-conscious enterprises
in the world rely on Skybox for the insights and assurance required
to stay ahead of their dynamically changing attack surface. The
Skybox Security Posture Management Platform delivers complete
visibility, analytics, and automation to quickly map, prioritize, and
remediate vulnerabilities across your organization.
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